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HULFT Rapid Connector Development
Custom-built solutions to connect essential legacy or ultra-modern systems, on-premise 
and SaaS in 90 days or less 

Over the past three decades, HULFT has created the largest 
library of connectors in the industry that can be used to 
customize business dashboards. And because no company’s 
IT footprint or business processes are the same, we are 
constantly building custom connectors to support our 
customers’ digital transformation.

Connect mainframes to AI? ERP to deeply verticalized 
industry systems? Back office to public cloud? Business 
intelligence tools to modern SaaS and legacy data stores? Fill 
the integration gaps standard ETL tools still don’t solve? 
We’ve got you covered.

While many integration companies support popular platform 
integrations for the Fortune 1000, HULFT’s specialty is the 
hard cases. And the rare cases. For companies of all sizes. 
Because we are keenly motivated to help our customers 
address their total integration needs and be as productive as 
possible.

A Dedicated Team that Moves Fast

HULFT works with your business goals in mind and applies 
our automation capabilities towards rapid code creation, 
dependency injection, automated testing and domain-driven 
design. Using an agile development approach, we typically 
complete a custom connector project within 6-12 weeks.

In the final stage of the process, HULFT uses quality assurance 
best practices to ensure the new connector has automated 
error correction, automated function testing, security, and all 
proper methodologies for any back-office and ecommerce 
platforms, specific industry automation systems, Robotic 
Automation Systems (RAS), Manufacturing Execution 
Systems (MES), Warehouse Management Systems (WMS), 
Transportation Management Systems (TMS), Customer 
Relationship Management Systems (CRMS) or other 
platforms as needed.

Investigate the software for APIs that are 
processed through HULFT’s automation 
(WSDL, XSD, Swagger, Postman 
collections, or GraphQL schemas)

Work with automation documentation, 
collect all supporting materials and 
dependencies (Maven and Gradle)

Known applications are used to 
automatically build-out as much of the 
appropriate software or stubs as possible 
before developers begin the effort 

HULFT’s developer staff fills in the 
business logic

Work 1:1 with customers to automate 
data that contributes to KPIs

Quality Assurance

Rapid Development Process
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Common Results for Uncommon Connectors

HULFT custom connectors deliver value across many business dimensions. Our affordable cost model and rapid development 
process means you won’t wait very long to deploy the connections and start seeing results such as:

A Sample of HULFT Custom-Built Connectors

Get Started Today

HULFT has hundreds of connectors in the library today, and our team is currently working on a group of specific ERP systems 
for the plastics, mining, and manufacturing industries. For robotics and cutting tool manufacturers we are integrating core 
enterprise sysems with specialized industry data stores to visualize their KPIs on new dashboards, in real time.

What can we build for you today? Give us a call.

• Removing data silos that are costing you money,
productivity and opportunity.

• Integrating your legacy systems with a common,
modern data framework.

• Replacing manual, unrepeatable processes
with process automation.

• Integrating your business and tech teams, achieving
an exponentially higher level of collaboration.

• Establishing a higher level of enterprise security and
clear data lineage.

• Putting data and analytics in the hands of all
your employees.

• Amazon MWS Finances

• Amazon MWS Fulfillment
Inbound

• Amazon MWS Fulfillment
Inventory

• Amazon MWS Fulfillment
Outbound Shipment

• Amazon MWS Products

• Amazon MWS
Recommendations

• Amazon MWS Reports

• Amazon MWS
Subscriptions

• BigCommerce

• ClickUp

• Coda

• Command Line Plus

• DTR

• E2 Manufacturing

• E2 Shop

• eBay

• Epicor

• FedEx

• File To DB

• Google Ad Words

• Google Analytics

• GraphQL

• IDEM

• Integrate Internals

• JMS Trigger

• Keepa

• Kotlin

• Microsoft Dynamics

• MoldTrax

• Netsuite

• OData

• Okuma OSP

• Paymo

• ProShop

• QuickBooks Cloud

• SKU Vault

• Salesforce

• Shipment

• Shopify

• Slack

• TDM

• Text Template

• Wave
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